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The Aesthetic

James Small Aperture (SA Series) speaker and subwoofer collection blend performance and aesthetics
like no other. Designed to satisfy the most demanding designer and listener and engineered to integrate
a multitude of architectural demands. Finally, a no compromise solution.
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3” grille in wood cabinetry

Experience of Sound.
Not just a sound in the distance...
Make your home come alive with James
SA Series 3-way systems. These systems
pack 38Hz and broad dispersion in a an

3 inch round or square Microperf
grilles are available.
Pre-construction ring options are
available for various ceiling/wall
materials and thicknesses.

industry first 3” aperture. Deep bass and
wide frequency response from such a
small visible opening causes a second
take! Plus a seamless edge detail to
maximize the beauty of your home.

Industry standard 4 inch

All aircraft aluminum construction and

lighting trim kits can be

a modular design provide long life and

used to match existing
lighting and décor.

”The experience defies logic. How can this
3” flush mount opening in the ceiling produce
such astounding sound?”

easy service. The SA series is designed to
match industry standard lighting trim kits
to allow integration with similar styled
lighting products.

collection loudspeakers & subs

The world’s finest speakers.... free of design and architectural conflicts!
63SA-7 Custom trim ring
63SA-7 2-Way Speaker

A concealed in-wall subwoofer is available for
those demanding the lowest octave of bass.

Full 3-way design but only a 3 inch opening!
2” mid & ¾” tweeter offer excellent off-axis coverage.
Complex multi-element network for silky smooth response.

63SA-7

Concealed Micro-Power-PipeTM woofer for 38Hz bass response.
Easily removable mid/high module and built-in overload protection circuitry.
101SA-6 Subwoofer - Installation in-wall design.

All aircraft grade aluminum construction.

technology without compromise
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